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General Information 
about 

Contract for Deed · 



What is a Contract for Deed ? 

Definition of a Contract for Deed 

In a contract for deed the 
seller finances the sale of the 
property to the buyer. The 
buyer makes payments to the 
seller rather than to a bank or 
mortgage company. 

Who holds the title in a contract for deed? 

Title to real estate is the formal right of 
ownership to that property. In a contract for B 
deed the title is not acquired by the buyer until 
after making the payments required in the 
contract for deed. 

With a contract for deed the seller retains the legal title and 
has the ownership interest in the property. The buyer has an 
equitable, but not a legal, interest in the property being 
purchased under a contract for deed. This equitable interest 
gives the buyer the right of occupancy and the right to claim 
the property as homestead. 
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Mortgages vs. Contract for Deed 

Mortgage 

Title 
Title is given to the buyer and the mortgage 
company lender has a lien on the property. A 
lien is a claim on the property as security for the 
money owed. 

Horne Equity or Horne Improvement Loans 
The property is considered collateral or.security, 
making it easier to receive the loan from a bank 
or mortgage company. 

Termination following default 
Termination period is longer, more involved 
and more expensive than contract for deed. 
Usually there is a 6 month period in which the 
buyer can make good on the mortgage before 
they are removed from the house. After that 
time then the house is sold at a sheriff's auction 
so the bank can recover some of the money lost. 

Preparation of Legal Documents 
More costly because the documents are prepared 
by a bank or a lawyer. . 

Truth in housing statement 
An official document completed by a licensed 
inspector revealing the current condition of the 
house. Most mortgage companies required that 
a truth in housing statement is provided if the 
buyer is purchasing the home with a mortgage. 
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Contract for Deed 

Title 
the title is held by the seller until full payment is 
made. 

Horne Equity or Horne Improvement Loans 
Obtaining a loan is difficult because the buyer 
does not have legal title. Therefore, the buyer 
cannot off the property as collateral (security) 
for a loan. 

Termination following default 
Attorney fees are less than mortgage foreclosure 
depending on the date the contract was si oned. 
The amount of money in default and the l~ngth 
of default has to be at least 30 days. A seller 
usually does not hesitate to foreclose on contract 
for deed because it is less costly and takes only 
60 days to cancel. However, the seller must 
follow Minnesota State statute section 559.21 
the cancellation provision. Unlike a mortgage 
there is no pre-foreclosure notice required 
before canceling deed. 

Preparation of Legal Documents 
Regulation of the drafting of a Contract for 
Deed is minimal, therefore cost less because the 
documents are prepared by the parties involved 
or a real estate agent. -

Truth in housing statement 
The city of St. Paul requires that a truth in 
~ousi°:g statement be given to all buyers, 
mcludmg contract for deed buyers. Truth in 
Housing statements may be "overlooked" if the 
bueyer is not represented by a lawyer or real 
estate agent. 



Responsibilities of a Contract for Deed Buyer 

Taxes 

Besides being responsible for the monthly 
payments to the contract holder the buyer may 
be responsible for paying property tax. The tax 
may be included in the monthly payments to the 
contract holder or the buyer may be responsible 
for paying these separately, depending how 
your contract is structured. 

Housing Insurance 

Property Taxes 

Amount Due$ 

The buyer is also responsible for the finding and paying the 
insurance for the house and your personal property. The 
insurance will cover the house in case of a fire, storm or other 
conditions. If you are paying the seller for insurance make sure 
that you have a copy of the policy and always keep it in a safe 
place so in case of an accident you will know who to call. 

Condition and Repairs of the Property 

Upkeep of the property is also the responsibility of the ..,,.. 
contract for deed buyer. The buyer must fix any 
unsafe, or unhealthy conditions found on the property. ~-· 
Citations or notices from the city for code violation ;J 
are directed to the buyer, even for violations present ~i' . 

before the buyer purchased the property. 

Be realistic about the amount and the cost of the work 
needed to the house because you cannot qualify for a 
home improvement loan unless the contract for deed 
seller is willing to sign a mortgage document, 
subordinating their interest in the property and they 
are rarely willing to do so. Check the cost list in the 
back for the estimated ·cost of each repair or 
improvement. 
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Recording a Contract for Deed 

A buyer must also make certain that 
the contract for deed is recorded at 
the county recorders office. If you as 
the buyer do not record your contract 
at the county office then the payments 
that you have made may be 
considered rent payments and you 
will not have any equity in the 
property. 

To record a contract for deed follow these steps: 
1. Get the required stamp from the tax department stating that 
there are no delinquent taxes. 

2. Make sure to state on the form if there are or are not any 
water wells on the property. If there are water wells on the 
property the form must have a certification stamp saying that 
they city is aware of the wells on the property. 

3. Go to the county Abstractor's Office and fill out the required 
form there. Make sure that the information is filled out 
completely so that the you get the credit for paying the taxes. 

Transferring the Title 
ona 

Contract for Deed 

After the buyer has made all the payments the 
seller gives the buyer a deed to the property. 
However, the buyer should have the title 
checked and updated prior to the transferring 
the title to verify that no changes have been 
made to the seller's title. 

Title 

A title search may cost $75 to at a title company or a public 
record research company. However, it is well worth it because 
if the seller's title has changed through marriage, death, 
divorce or because of some legal obligation of the seller such as, 
outstanding debt against the property, the seller may have 
difficulty transferring good title. 
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What types of contracts for deed are there? 
Understanding the vocabulary will make you a more knowledgeable home buyer. 

The terms below describe different types of contracts for deed and what they mean 

for you as the buyer. 

The three categories of contracts for deed are: 

1. Straight contract for deed. 9 
If you have a straight contract for deed, all financing is by way of contract for deed. In 

this case the two parties are free to any terms made by seller and buyer. 

Example: If you buy the house for $80,000 then $80,000 is the amount of the contract 

for deed. 

2. Contract for deed with assumption 

In a contract for deed with assumption a buyer assumes responsibility for the 

remainder of the seller's mortgage payments. However, in addition to the mortgage 

payments the buyer also makes contract for deed payments to the seller for the 

difference between the sales price and the mortgage debt balance. 

Example: If you buy the house for $80,000 and the seller still owes $30,000 to their 

mortgage company, your contract equals $50,000. You pay the sellers payments to the 

bank and you make payments to the seller as well. 

3. Wrap around contract for deed 

In a wrap around contract for deed the buyer talces the property subject to the 

existing financing, but does not assume it. If the seller has a mortgage that prevents 

· them from allowing a buyer to assume their mortgage then the seller will sell on 

contract for deed and the seller will continue to fulfill their obligation to the bank. 

Example: If a buyer purchases a home on contract for deed for $80,000. The entire 

$80,000 is financed through a contract for deed. The seller then continue to fulfill 

their obligation to the bank. 
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Liens 

Tax liens 

If a person has bought a house on contract for deed and has incurred tax liens. The 

tax liens are against buyer and are secondary to the seller's interest. 

Note: Judgments against the seller will not attach to the buyer interest if a contract 

for deed is recorded. See MN title standard No. 90. 

Mechanics lien 

A standard contract for deed does not prohibit buyer from making improvements. 

However, a seller may choose to add a provision to a contract for deed which 

discourages the buyer from making repairs. For example, the following provision 

might be added: 

The buyer shall not have the right to commence any construction on 
this property until the contract for deed is paid in full. In the event the 
buyer commences construction prior to the contract for deed being paid 
in full, then the total balance owing under this contract for Deed shall 
become immediately due and payable and the seller shall have the 
right to terminate the same according to the statute. 
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Provisions 
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Provisions ~ 
~ . JI 

' 

Parties often modify a contract for deed form to make the contract fit the needs of 

the parties involved. It is important to note that both parties must be in agreement 

of every provision in the contract before signing. Generally there are two kinds of 

provisions: 

11=11 Deletions from the uniform blanks 

GI Additions to the uniform blanks 

If you are using a uniform contract provisions to the contract for deed can be made 

by either party to benefit their needs. However, be aware of the types of provisions 

most often made by sellers and know what types of provisions you want include in 

your contract. Being aware of the different types of provisions will keep you from 

being surprised later. All changes made to the uniform contract must be noted 

specifically so that any person reading the document can see that it has been altered, 

otherwise parties may assume the document is uniform. 

Provisions favoring the buyer 
Below are a list of provisions most often included in a contract for deed. A buyer 

may want to include several of these provisions in the contract to protect their 

investment. 

1. Limiting ability of seller to sell 

A provision such as this keeps the seller from selling or transferring the property 

without consent of the buyer. Protecting a buyer from a possible changes in their 

contract or establishing an entirely new contract with the new owners. 

Example: If a seller chooses to sell the buyer must be in agreement. 
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2. Non-recourse for damages or default 

Very rare, but if a buyer vioiates the contract then the seller will not seek an 

award of damages from the buyer. Sellers rarely agree to provisions of this type. 

Example: If the buyer defaults and owes the seller money this provision keeps 

the seller from suing the buyer for money not paid. 

3. Payment of the seller's preexisting financing if they default 

If a seller fails to pay the existing mortgage the buyer may pay the mortgage to cure 

the default. The amount paid to the mortgage company by the buyer is deducted 

from the amount owed to the seller. 

Example: If the seller's monthly payment to the bank= $500 and 

the buyers monthly payment to the seller = $600 

If the seller has not paid the bank then the buyer can pay the bank $500 for the 

seller. Then pay the seller $100 which is the difference between the amount 

the seller owes to the bank and the amount the buyer owes to the seller. 

4. Right of first refusal 

If the seller decides to sell its interest the buyer has first chance to buy or refuse. 

Example: If the seller decides to sell. The buyer first option to buy the seller 

out or can refuse and open the sale up to other buyers. 

5. Environmental 

A statement warranting that the buyer is not responsible for present 

environmental hazard. 

Example: If there is a leaking septic tank the buyer may want to add clause 

stating that they are not responsible or they may face citations or clean-up 

charges. 
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Provisions favoring the seller -ij, -- ~--~-----~ --- . ;;;:;;,;119 

Below are examples of several types of changes that a seller may add to the contract 

for deed. These are added to protect their sale to you. If these provisions are included 

in your contract and you violate any of them, you can los_e .all you have invested 
' and your contract can be canceled. Make certain that a provision is included that you 

can abide by it, if not ask it to be take out. 

l. Late payment provision 

A buyer has to pay a late fee if late with the monthly payment. 

Example: If you owe $500 for your payment and you are late. You must add 

the late fee to your payment. If your late fee is $20 you now owe the seller 

$520. 

2. Restriction against the transfer 

A buyer cannot sell without consent of the seller. 

Example: If you decided you wanted to sell your house that you purchased on 

contract for deed you must ask the seller permission to sell it. 

3. Taxes and insurance 

A clause for taxes and insurance may require a buyer to pay to the seller with each 

monthly payment 1 / 12 of the annual real estate tax and property related 

insurance premium. 

Example: If you have agreed to a monthly payment of $500 and the yearly 

taxes are $1200 and the yearly insurance premium is $900 then each month 

you owe $500 (payment)+ $120 (taxes)+ $75 (insurance)= $695 each month 

4. Limitations of improvements 

A buyer cannot make improvements to the property over a certain amount (for 

example $500) without consent of the seller. A buyer may also not cause 

mechanics liens to attach to the property. 

Example: If you wanted to make improvements to the property the total 

amount of each improvement may not $500. As a buyer you cannot have 

work done and not pay for it causing the construction company to put a lien 

on the house. 

11 



5. Security interest 

A security interest in personal property gives the seller interest in all personal 

property and fixtures. Including the buyers personal property until the amount 

owed to the seller is paid. Upon the receipt of cash money owed to the seller the 

seller shall deliver to the buyer a Bill of Sale covering items held by the seller. 

6. Seller's right to refinance 

A seller can secure additional mortgage loans against property but the additional 

mortgage cannot exceed 95% of the principal amount owed to the seller. 

However, a seller cannot make the buyer liable for the indebtedness. 

Example: If the buyer owes $60,000 and the seller wants to take out a new 

mortgage they may do so. However, in this case the amount of the new 

mortgage could not exceed $57,000 (95% of what the buyer owes). The seller 

cannot make the buyer responsible for this new debt. 

7. Default in payment of assumed financing 

If a buyer does not pay as required by the contract it results in a default. 

Example: If you do not make your monthly payment the seller can cancel 

your contract and you lose everything you have invested and must move 

out. 

8. Acceleration clause 

If buyer fails to pay on time the seller can accelerate the payment schedule. 

However, it is unlikely that a court will enforce such a clause. 

Example: If the buyer missed a $500 monthly payment then the seller could 

demand that the buyer pay more to speed up the contract for deed. 

9. Future assumption of present financing 
Usually takes place under a wrap-around contract for deed. A buyer can assume a 
mortgage any time after they pay the difference between the purchase price and 
the balance owing under the mortgage. However, the buyer must make sure that 
the seller is released from any liability relating to the mortgage. 

10. Assignments of Rents check this 
Sellers can attempt to add a provision to make it their right to collect the rent on 
a property if the property is under cancellation procedures. However, thus far in 
Minnesota there has not been a case in favors such a provision for the seller. 
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ll. Environmental 
An environmental provision keeps a seller from being held accountable for any 

environmental hazard caused by buyer. The seller may add this provision to 

protect them from damage done by the buyer. 
. 

Example: H the buyer is doing automotive work arid does not dispose of the 

materials properly. 

H the contract is being drawn up by someone else other than yourself some of the 

provisions may still be included and may not be as obvious since they are not 

changes to a uniform blank. Read it carefully to insure that you know what your 

rights and responsibilities are under the contract. 

13 
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Buyer Remedies 
1. Buyer assumes mortgage payments 

If a seller is not making payments to the mortgage company, the buyer should 

keep making the payments for the seller and consult with legal counsel about 

taking the steps necessary to acquire legal title. 

2. Action for specific performance 

A buyer can seek specific performance by the seller only if the buyer is complying 

with all the terms and conditions of the contract. 

3. Action for fraud 

If a seller committed fraud or breached a contract then the buyer can get out of the 

contract. However, fraud is very difficult to prove without going to court. If fraud 

is proven, the seller must refund the buyer's payments less an amount for rent. 

4. Action for damages 

A buyer may seek an award of damages in court resulting from the actions or 

inactions of the seller. 

Seller Remedies : before cancellation 

l. Action for specific performance 

A seller can bring an action for specific performance against the buyer if the buyer 

defaults or breaches the contract. The court can supervise a buyer and thus avoid 

the necessity of the multiple suits and keep the defaulted buyer from filing 

bankruptcy. 

2. Action for the damages 

The seller can bring an action seeking compensation for money lost. 

15 



3. Judicial termination 

Although rarely utilized because statutory cancellation requires only proper 

notice and is quicker and less costly. However, a cancellation in court is still an 

option for the seller. 

4. Deed in lieu of cancellation 

A buyer gives the seller a deed for whatever interest the buyer may has acquired. 

The buyer must leave the house but there is no cancellation on the credit report. 

5. Statutory cancellation 

Cancellation of a contract for deed. The buyer loses all the money put into the 

house including the down payment and is forced to get out. 

6. Collection of rent 

For rental properties an action can be brought to determine which party may 

collect the rental income during a pending cancellation. This procedure is used 

more often when the cancellation is pending on commercial or rental property. 

16 
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Cancellations 
Eviction Notice 
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Cancellations 

In a contract for deed if a buyer defaults a seller can sue on past installments. No 

redemption period needs to be stated as long as it follows the current Minnesota 

statute 559.21 for time allowed before foreclosure. The buyer has at least 30 and up to 

90 day to redeem property. 

Statutory Cancellation 

Procedure: buyer must be served in person and given 60 days to cure. Service by 

publication (newspaper or neighborhood publication) is used when the occupants 

cannot be found, in which case the buyer is given 90 to cure. 

Parties served: buyers of the buyer, and the parties holding mortgages secured 

against the buyers interest and everyone who has an interest in the property must be 

served. 

Requirements to cure: 

1. A buyer must pay attorney fees frequently ranging from $75-$250. Services costs 

are also recoverable. 

2. A buyer may seek an injunction that is, a judicial order halting the cancellation of 

the contract for deed. If the injunction is granted the buyer must usually continue 

making payments to seller. 

Waiver or Termination: 

If the seller accepts benefit or payment following the notice of cancellation the seller 

may no loner go forward with the pending cancellation process. 

18 



Post Cancellation Matters 

1. If a buyer fails to cure the default, the buyer loses any interest in property. 

Therefore, no further action can be taken after the cancellation. 

2. An action can be brought by the seller after cancellatio11- to collect amounts due 

under a promissory note given as a down payment. Ho~ever, the burden of 

showing the promissory note was a down payment and not for missed 

installments is on the seller. 
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. Estimated Costs 
ii of 'i 
Repairs 
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Exterior Home Repairs • 

1 new storm door $325 (remove old storm door, install new $150 quality door) 

1 new entry door $650 (remove existing door, install new $150 quality door) 

New Roof $6,7000 (tear off old roof, re-deck and re-roof) 

Paint Exterior Siding $10,000 (paint exterior siding, repair damaged wood) 

Paint Exterior Trim $3,200 (prime and paint exterior trim of windows and doors) 

Wrap Trim in Aluminum $2,500 (replace deteriorated wood, install aluminum covering) 

Wrap Soffit and Fascia $2,500 (replace deteriorated wood, install aluminum covering) 

New Vinyl Siding $11,000 (replace unsound wood, install new vinyl siding to entire home) 

Gutters and Downspouts $1,500 (install new aluminum, seamless gutter and downspouts) 
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Repair Window 

New Double Hung Window 

New Fixed Window 

New Interior Door 

New Kitchen Cabinets 

New Sheet Vinyl Flooring 

New Carpet 

Hardwood Flooring Refinish 

Insulate Walls and Attic 

Interior Wall Repairs 

Interior Painting 

New Kitchen Stove 

New Refrigerator/ freezer 

Install Dishwasher 

Foundation Repairs 

$250 

$325 

$350 

$275 

$3,500 

$1,000 

$2,500 

$900 

$3,500 

$3,200 

$6,300 

$550 

$900 

$1,200 

$950 

-------~-~----------------- ·---- -------. -·-"' -·- ·-· -------·------

Interior Home Repairs 

(install new A-Craft window repair kit) 

(remove existing double hung window, install new insulated window) 

(remove existing fixed windows, install new fixed window) 

(remove existing interior door, install new hollow core door) 

(remove existing kitchen cabinets and sink, install new cabinet, 
counter top and sink for 10 x 10 kitchen) 

(remove existing flooring, repair floor, install vinyl in lOxlO room) 

(remove existing floor covering, install new carpet and pad at $16 sq yd) 

(refinish typical living room dining room and foyer) 

(fill walls with cellulose insulation, blow attic with insulation to R-48) 

(correct defective wall and ceiling surfaces totaling a 25 ft. x 25 ft. area) 

(prime and pint the interior of home) 

(remove old stove, install new stove) 

(remove old refrigerator, install new) 

(install a new dishwasher in a kitchen that does not already have one) 

(correct defective mortar, re-tuck point area 8 ft. x 8 ft.) 

22 
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Mechanical Repairs 

New Heating Unit $5,000 (remove old boiler, install new boiler) 

New Hot Water Heater $475 (remove old hot water heater, install new 40 gallon hot water heater) 

Electrical Outlet $125 (add one electrical outlet to a room) 

Electrical Smoke Detector $600 (install smoke detectors to meet code) 

Electrical Updates $2,700 (change electrical panel form fuses to 100 amp breakers) 

New Toilet $650 (remove existing toilet, install new toilet) 

New Bathroom Sink $550 (remove exiting sink, install new sink) 

Add Shower to the Bath $2,200 (install a shower head and tub surround in existing bathroom) 
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Raise Grade at Home 

New Concrete Steps 

New Concrete Sidewalks 

New Fence 

New Garage 

ew Garage Door 

Garage Door Opener 

Storage Shed 

Landscaping Repairs 

$800 

$1,200 

$600 

$2,586 

$10,500 

$650 

$425 

$700 

(raise grade to promote water to run away from foundation, install 
window wells as needed, plant grass) 

(remove old steps, install a 3 step cast in place) 

(remove old sidewalk, install new 3 ft. x 10 ft. long sidewalk) 

(install 250 ft. of new chain link fence, 4 ft. tall with 2 gates) 

(install new two car detached garage with electrical hook ups) 

(rem_ove 16 ft. door, install new 16 ft. door with all track and hardware) 

(install new garage door opener, assuming electrical hook-up is 
available) 

(install new exterior yard storage shed 10 ft. x 10 ft.) 
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Checklist 

Before you buy 
Research the property you are thinking about buying. The city can provide 
citation information about the condition of the house. 
Call the St. Paul Health Department at 651-292-7711. 

If there are citations have the current owner fix everything before you sign 
your contract. 

Talk with the last tenant to find out what difficulties they had with the 
house. 

Have a housing inspector inspect the safety of the home. 

Get an estimate for repairs you intend on making to the house. 

Get an appraisal for the value of the house. You may be paying more than 
the house is worth and refinancing may be impossible when the balloon 
payment comes due. Appraisals cost on average about $300, but will give 
you negotiating power when agreeing on a sales price. 

Ask what provisions have been made to the uniform contract for deed. 

When signing the contract 

Have your lawyer look at the contract before you sign it. 

Read the contract carefully. Check carefully for balloon payments or 
unexpected costs. 

After you sign the contract 

Get insurance in your name, this will protect your belongings and your 
new home. 

Make certain the contract is filed at the city. Do it yourself or call two days 
after to insure the seller filed it. If the contract is not recorded than it does 
not exist and you have no rights to the property. 
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Glossary 
Acceleration Clause 
A condition in a contract that may require the balance of the contract to become due 
immediately, if regular payments are not made or for breach of other conditions of 
the contract. 

Agreement of Sale 
Known by various names, such as contract of purchase, purchase agreement, or sales 
agreement according to location or jurisdiction. A contract in which a seller agrees 
to sell and a buyer agrees to buy, under certain specific terms and conditions spelled 
out in writing and signed by both parties. 

Abstract of Title 
A historical summary of all of the recorded instruments and proceeding that affect 
the title of property. 
Example: An abstract company will compile an abstract for title with copies of all 
recorded instruments affecting title to a specific tract. 

Abstract Update 
Making current an existing, but old, abstract of title by adding to it copies of all 
relevant document recorded since the preparation or most recent update of the 
existing abstract. 

Amortization 
A payment plan which enables the borrower to reduce his debt gradually through 
monthly payments of principal plus interest. · 

Appraisal 
An opinion or estimate of the value of the property. 
Example: A property owner may have an appraisal made of a specific property to: 
• determine a reasonable offering price in a sale 
• allocate the purchase price to the land and improvements 
• determine the amount of hazard insurance to carry 
• determine the value at death of estate tax purposes 

Assumption of Mortgage 
Only allowable in some types of mortgages.The purchase of mortgaged property 
whereby the buyer accepts liability for the debt that continues to exist. The seller 

. remains liable to the lender unless the lender agrees to release him. 
Example: Able owes a 30 year mortgage loan of $50, 00 against his house. Balcer 
Balcer wants to buy the house and keep the same mortgage. Balcer pay $20,00-cash for 
the equity and assumes the mortgage. Balcer becomes liable for the debt, but Abel 
remains liable also. 
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B 
Balloon Payment 
The final payment on a loan, when that payment is greater than the preceding 
installment payments and pays the loan in full. 
Example: If John bought his house for $50,000 on a five year.contract for deed and 
over that 5 year period he paid $25,000. At the end of the,5 :years he owes $25,000 on 
the house not including interest. 

Binder or "Offer to Purchase" 
A preliminary agreement, secured by the payment of earnest money, between a 
buyer and seller as an offer to purchase real estate. A binder secures the right to 
purchase real estate upon agreed terms for a limited period of time. If the buyer 
changes his mind or is unable to purchase, the earnest money is forfeited unless the 
binder expressly states that it is to be refunded. 

Building Code 
Regulations established by local governments describing the minimum structural 
retirements for building; includes foundation, roofing, plumbing, electrical, and 
other specifications for safety and sanitation. 

C 
Cancellation 
Termination of a contract for deed due to late payments or violation of other clauses 
in a signed contract for deed. Buyer can be evicted after 60 days. 

Certificate of Title 
A certificate issued by a title company or a written opinion rendered by an attorney 
that the seller has good marketable and insurable title to the property which he is 
offering for sale. A certificate of title offers no protection against any hidden defects 
in the title which an examination of the records could not reveal. The issuer of a 
certificate of title is liable only for damages due to negligence. The protection 
offered a homeowner under a certificate of title is not as great as that offered in a 
title insurance policy. 

Citation 
A violation of a city's building code or health and safety code given by city health 
inspectors. 
Example: Joe was given a citation for having chipping paint and pealing paint. This 
citation was given because he is in violation of a city building code requiring that 
houses cannot have peeling paint due to the health risks of lead paint on children. 

Contract for Deed 
A real estate installment selling arrangement whereby the buyer may use, occupy, 
and enjoy the property, bu.t no deed is given by the seller (so no title passes) until all 
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or specified part of the sale price has been paid. Same as land contract. 
Example: Cheryl buys a house on a contract for deed. She bought the house for 
$50,000, she agreed to pay $1,000 down and $400 per month for 10 years. At the end of 
10 years she would then pay the remainder and receive a warranty deed and title. 

Conventional Mortgage 
A mortgage loan not insured by HUD or guaranteed by the Veterans' 
Administration. It is subject to conditions established by the lending institution and 
State statutes. The mortgage rates may vary with different institutions and between 
States. (States have various interest limits.) 

D 
Deed 
A formal written instrument by which title to real property is transferred from one 
owner to another. The deed should contain an accurate description of the property 
being conveyed, should be signed and witnessed according to the laws of the State 
where the property is located, and should be delivered to the buyer at closing day. 
There are two parties to a deed: the grantor and the grantee. 

Down payment 
The amount of money to be paid by the buyer to the seller upon the signing of the 
agreement of sale. The agreement of sale will refer to the down payment amount 
and will acknowledge receipt of the down payment. Down payment is the difference 
between the sales price and maximum mortgage amount. The average down 
payment is usually between 3-5% of the purchase price. The down payment may not 
be refundable if the buyer fails to buy the property without good cause. If the buyer 
wants the down payment to be refundable, he should insert a clause in the 
agreement of sale specifying the conditions under which the deposit will be 
refunded, if the agreement does not already contain such clause. If the seller cannot 
deliver good title, the agreement of sale usually requires the seller to return the 
down payment and to pay interest and expenses incurred by the buyer. 

Default 
Failure to make payments as agreed to in a commitment based on the terms and at 
the designated time set forth in the contract for deed. It is the buyer's responsibility 
to remember the due date and send the payment prior to the due date, not after. 
Generally, thirty days after the due date if payment is not received, the contract for 
deed is in default. Defaults may also come about by the failure to observe other 
conditions in the or contract for deed. 
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E 
Encumbrance 
A legal right or interest in property that affects a good or clear title, and affects the 
property's value. Includes mortgage loans, unpaid taxes, and deed restrictions. An 
encumbrance does not legally prevent transfer of the property to another. A title 
search is all that is usually done to reveal the existence o( such encumbrances, and it 
is up to the buyer to determine whether he wants to purchase with the 
encumbrance, or what can be done to remove it. 

Equity 
The value of a homeowner's unencumbered interest in real estate. 
Example: market value $100,000 

liens - 60,000 
Equity $ 40,00 

Escrow 
Funds paid by one party to another (the escrow agent) to hold until the occurrence of 
a specified event, after which the funds are released to a designated individual. The• 
money is held in a trust fund, provided by the lender for the buyer. Such funds 
should be adequate to cover yearly anticipated expenditures for mortgage insurance 
premiums, taxes, hazard insurance premiums, and special assessments. 

G 
General W~anty Deed 
A deed which conveys not only all the grantor's interests in and title to the property 
to the grantee, but also warrants that if the title is defective or has a "cloud" on it 
(such as mortgage claims, tax liens, title claims, judgments, or mechanic's liens 
against it) the grantee may hold the grantor liable. 

Good and Marketable Title 
title to a piece of real estate that can be shown, usually by title search or abstract of 
title to vested in the owner of record, and free of claims or liens that would impair 
its marketability. 

Grantee 
That party in the deed who is the buyer or recipient. 

Grantor 
That party in the deed who is the seller or giver. 
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H 
Home Improvement Loan 
A loan, usually secured by a mortgage on the home, used to pay for major 
remodeling, reconstruction, or additions to the home. 

Home Inspector 
A professional who evaluates the structural and mechanical condition of a home 
prior to its being sold. Some state require home inspectors to be bonded or licensed. 

I 
Interest 
A charge paid for borrowing money. (See mortgage note) 

L 
Lien 
A claim by one person on the property of another as security for money owed. Such 
claims may include obligations not met or satisfied, judgments, unpaid taxes, 
materials, or labor. (See also mechanics lien and spedal lien.) 

M 
Marketable Title 
A title that is free and clear of objectionable liens, clouds, or other title defects. A title 
which enables an owner to sell his property freely to others and which others will 
accept without objection. 

Mechanics Lien 
A lien give~ by law upon a building or other improvement upon,land, and upon 
the land itself, as security for the payment for labor done and material furnished for 
improvement. 
Example: the unpaid plumber filed a mechanic lien against the property while it was 
under construction. The builder had to satisfy the lien in order to give clear title to 
the buyer. 

Mortgage 
A lien or claim against real property given by the buyer to the lender as security for 
money borrowed. Under government-insured or loan-guarantee provisions, the 
payments may include escrow amounts covering taxes, hazard insurance, water 
charges, and special assessments. Mortgages generally run from 10 to 30 years, 
during which the loan is to be paid off. 
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p 
Prepayment 
Payment of mortgage loan, or part of it, before due date; Mortgage 
agreements often restrict the right of prepayment either by limiting the amount that 
can be prepaid in any one year or charging a penalty for prepayment. The Federal 
Housing Administration does not permit such restrictio_n~ in FHA insured 
mortgages. 

s 
Special Lien 
A lien that binds a specified piece of property, unlike a general lien, which is levied 
against all one's assets. It creates a right to retain something of value belonging to 
another person as compensation for labor, material, or money expended in that 
person's behalf. In some localities it is called "particular" lien or "specific" lien. (See 
lien.) 

Special Warranty Deed 
A deed in which the grantor conveys title to the grantee and agrees to protect the 
grantee against title defects or claims asserted by the grantor and those persons 
whose right to assert a claim against the title arose during the period the grantor 
held title to the property. In a special warranty deed the grantor guarantees to the 
grantee that he has done nothing during the time he held title to the property which 
has, or which might in the future, impair the grantee's title. 

T 
Tax 
As applied to real estate, an enforced charge imposed on persons, property or 
income, to be used to support the State. The governing body in turn utilizes the 
funds in the best interest of the general public. 

Title 
As generally used, the rights of ownership and possession of particular property. In 
real estate usage, title may refer to the instruments or documents by which a right of 
ownership is established (title documents), or it may refer to the ownership interest 
one has in the real estate. 

Title Search or Examination 
A check of the title records, generally at the local courthouse, to make sure the buyer 
is purchasing a house from the legal owner and there are no encumbrance which 
would adversely affect the marketability or value of title. 
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Trustee 
A party who is given legal responsibility to hold property in the best interest of or 
"for the benefit of" another. The trustee is one placed in a position of responsibility 
for another, a responsibility enforceable in a court of law. (See deed of trust.) 

z 
Zoning Ordinances 
The acts of an authorized local government establishing building codes, and setting 
forth regulations for property land usage. 
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